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    The Hidden Current is an adventure for 4-6 players
of 1st or 2nd level compatible with Dungeons and
Dragons ™ Fourth Edition. It can be used as a
stand-alone adventure, or as part of the
campaign that will take characters from 1st to 30th
level (see website for more details).  Suggestions to
either scale up, or scale down, each encounter based
on the size and level of the adventuring party will be
included with each encounter. There are also 1” square
battle maps suitable for printing and using with
miniatures located at the back of the book.  You will
need the 4th Edition Player’s Handbook™, Dungeon
Master’s Guide™ and the Monster Manual™ to
successfully run this adventure.

 The adventure starts out with the PC’s (player
characters) having been hired by a group of trade
merchants from Fairvale to guard over a caravan being

sent east to a company in Boarland Falls by the name of
NK Trade Guild. Included in the caravan’s inventory is a
mysterious chest which the PC’s have been paid an
additional 5 gold each to hand deliver to someone named
Xalander.  Once they arrive in Boarland Falls, they will
become drawn into the web of deceit that not only
involves corrupt locals, but also includes dark and secret
pact with a dragon named Blackheart.

    Boarland Falls’ history only dates back 150 years to the
founding of the river town, but the history of the valley
goes back much further.  Over 2000 years ago the valley
was ruled by an Ancient White Dragon named Krithakk.
With cruelty and dominance unmatched by any other
dragon of the time, Krithakk controlled the creatures of
the valley from his mountain lair, the mere mention of his
name caused shivers down one’s spine. Barbaric human
tribes, kobold and goblin clans from all over the area
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treated Krithakk as if he were a god, leaving treasure
and offering daily sacrifices of wild boar (which was
vast in numbers at the time) at the base of the
mountain.  His followers built a lair of their own ,
including a grand temple, in the caverns next to
Krithakk’s sanctuary, incorporating an elaborate
puzzle trap to ensure his privacy and protect his
horde.
    After several years of being doted on by the
inhabitants of the valley, Krithakk began to obsess
over his treasure and sought to expand his wealth.
Leaving the valley, Krithakk began exploring other
nearby areas, stealing what he liked and killing
without remorse.  As dragons are apt at doing,
Krithakk gained the ire of a black dragon named
Deathlore, whose territory he had began to plunder.
Paying Krithakk’s lair a visit, Deathlore called him
out and the battle to end all battles ensued. Back and
forth, the dragons fought, each being of equal
challenge to the other.  Krithakk’s followers, seeing
Deathlore take the upper hand and fearing their
master was to fall, fled the valley, never to return.
Legends spread of the dragon and the horde, but no
one dared to enter the valley for fear that Krithakk
may have survived, or worse yet, was now ruled by
Deathlore.

 This lasted up until a century and a half ago, when a
group of adventurers stumbled across a huge herd of wild
boar, never before seen in all their travels.  Their leader,
Briar Trevek, suggested that there was far more wealth to
be made raising and trading the boars (using the river as
the main means of transport) than there was wandering the
wilderness risking life and limb for scattered treasure. Briar
also secretly wanted the opportunity to search out
Krithakk’s treasure lair, but it was too well hidden and
remote for him to search without raising suspicion of the
others, so his quest was eventually abandoned.  His fellow
adventurers readily agreed to Briar’s proposal and they
began the settlement of what is now known as Boarland
Falls, nestled at the base of the mountain named Krithakk’s
Peak, after it’s most famous occupant. In the years that
passed, no sign of Krithakk or Deathlore appeared and out
of respect, in addition to the condition of the mountain pass,
no one ventured up Krithakk’s Peak.  Prosperity has shined
upon the large but still young town, making it one of the
largest trading posts in the area, short of Fairvale to the
west.  Most of the trading is done along the Lumbado river,
which runs relatively north/south, with the current flowing
south to Gull’s Port.  The main trade road runs west to
Fairvale, but a smaller route comes from the east around
the base of Krithakk’s Peak leading to the village of
Cobblestone.

Population: 372

Lord’s Vale: Ashtron Family

Primary Income: Trading

Distance:

232 miles north of Gull’s Port,

182 miles east of Fairvale,

102 miles west of Cobblestone

Main Landmarks:

Krithakk’s  Peak

Lumbado River

Darfall Forest
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    The town is currently inhabited by a colorful mix of
characters, but the key NPC (non-player character)
contacts you as the GM will need are outlined as follows:

Studor “Stu” Trevek- Stu is the owner of Trevek’s
Tavern and Inn located at the center of town. Stu is also
the honorary mayor being of direct decent to Briar
Trevek, co-founder of Boarland Falls.  Stu pretty much
knows everyone in and around Boarland, and has a
good idea of the trades coming and going, both
legitimate and contraband. Information is one of Stu’s
biggest commodities, but he is very cautious as to who
he talks to, as well as when and where he dispenses it.
There are few trade houses in Boarland Falls handling
business along the trade routes, but almost all of the
deals to be done begin with Stu “putting in a good
word”.  Stu has a very friendly personality most days,
but crossing him is very unwise as his temper is swift
and loud. Trevek’s is the one place most townsfolk will
congregate when something is up, or when there are
rumors to be spread. Although there is a town hall for
council meetings and the occasional trial for any law
breaking, most of the real politics happen in Trevek’s
just after dark, when more than a few pints of Orc Blood
(a stout and dark ale Trevek’s is famous for) have been
consumed.  The sign over the bar reads: “No fights. No
credit. No magic.” When portraying Stu, base his voice
and mannerisms on a hybrid of a game show host and
a “yes-man” politician.

Norbon Kinsk II-  Norbon’s father founded the NK
Trade Guild over 60 years ago, leaving it to his son when
he died in his sleep 10 years past.  Norbon is a short, portly
man in his middle age that is very loud and has a crude
sense of humor. He is tolerated by the townsfolk only
because the NK Trade Guild is the largest trader in town
and no one wants to jinx a future deal. Norbon is not the
respected business man his father was and most people
feel he will be running his inheritance into the ground
very soon. To that end, he has lost any and all trust from
the locals, most of all Stu’s, but no one will say it to his
face until after NK Trade Guild goes under.  Norbon and
Druana have a very sterile professional relationship,
however they both despise each other and will talk ill of
each other in mixed company.  Norbon pays Druana to
look the other way when shipping illegal or unsavory
merchandise out of Boarland Falls.  Norbon knows that
Druana could speak up and cripple his off the books
contraband trade, but at the same time, Druana knows that
Norbon could also talk of the bribes and taint the trust she
has earned with the locals, ruining the one place she feels
comfortable. When portraying Norbon use a slick tone.
Also, his handshakes are to show off his expensive rings
in order to impress rather than to earn respect. Remember
he is the “go to” merchant in town for the time being,
“whatever you need, he gets”.
Unbeknownst to anyone in town, Norbon is in league with
the Iron Fist, a band of cutthroat robbers that has recently
began to pillage trade caravans along the road and river.
This allows Norbon to charge his customers for the trade,
have the bandits steal the merchandise, ship the re-
packaged items as “contraband” through the docks and
split the profits from the black market sale with the Iron
Fist.  This has become a very lucrative business for both
he and the Iron Fist, but they are both becoming too
greedy and the raids have increased to the point that they
can no longer avoid suspicion by both the local and out
of town trade merchants. This is the primary hook to
involve the players, but there are other secondary hook
suggestions later in this chapter.
Teedle Fleetfoot- Teedle is a gnome trade merchant
(Teedle’s Things) and, in fact, the only gnome in the
valley.  He has been trying to make a name for himself in
the trade business, but has been constantly overshadowed
by NK Trade Guild. Since the death of Norbon Senior,
Teedle has been biding his time waiting for Norbon Junior
to ruin the family business, allowing Teedle’s Things to
flourish. Teedle also believes Norbon is up to no good
and occasionally spies on him to gain evidence to support
his beliefs.
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Druana Stalwart-  Druana is a female half-elf who
came to the valley as a young girl. She spent some of
her youth in the Plane of Nature, but was never truly
accepted for her lineage and thus left of her own accord.
Although she was not fully received in Boarland Falls
either, she chose it to be her home nonetheless.
Currently, Druana is in charge of the shipping docks
along the river, nothing comes in or goes out without
her blessing, which doesn’t come easy or cheap.
Druana has a very stonewall personality, curt and
professional, and she does not trust easily. When
portraying Druana, use a dry tone for her voice and
keep her mannerisms subdued.

Dig Dirkler- Dig is the local constable, a male dwarf
of stout heart and iron fortitude. There are a total of 25
volunteers in the town militia that Dig oversees, they
all work on rotating shifts covering the gates and
walking the streets at night. They are not the cream of
the crop as far as fighters go and are not keen to look
for crime other than what is obvious and commonplace.
As for the shady deals that are going on in town, Dig
knows nothing of them. It is not that he is corrupt or
inept, but simply thinks that the townsfolk of Boarland
Falls are not capable of such things. Many a heated
argument has arisen with Dig due to a slipped tongue
voicing an opinion of darker deeds in town.  Outsiders,
however, come under automatic suspicion and are most
likely to be immediately greeted by Dig upon arrival

in town. When portraying Dig, use a firm and forceful
tone similar to that of a drill sergeant or military
commander.

Storgg- Storgg is the half-orc blacksmith and local livery.
While he is working in the back, Storgg’s daughter, Trigg,
runs the shop and tends to the horses kept in the stables.
Although he does have some weapons for sale, the option
of magic weapons is at the discretion of the GM..

Lamreek “Maddog” Dreggs- Maddog is the town drunk
and odd-job handyman. He currently lives in an unused
tool shed on the docks and spends most of his earnings at
Trevek’s. So much time is spent at Trevek’s, in fact, that
Maddog is the reason for 2/3 of the sign over the bar.
Being the local handyman, Maddog pretty much hears
almost every bit of gossip and overhears even more.
However, a good night drinking will erase most of that
information, but usually a round or two can bring it back
for someone willing to supply the gold
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The Iron Fist- As mentioned before, the Iron Fist is
in league with Norbon. The primarily operate out in
the north western part of the valley, attacking the river
north of Boarland Falls, as well as the western part
of the trade route leading to Fairvale. They have an
encampment consisting of a combination of canvas
tents and log cabins, set deep within the forest.  They
are very secretive and have mobile scouting parties
all over the forest looking for intruders. They all dress
in studded leather armor and use a blood red scarf to
cover up half their face.

Anvil Bloodbeard- The leader of the Iron Fist and
namesake of the group. Anvil wears a single spiked
gauntlet that he uses to keep his rabble in line by way
of a good backhand.  This gauntlet has never been
cleaned and is covered in years of died blood. When
portraying Anvil, he has a voice and mannerisms
based on many weathered years of violence and
crime. For full statistics on Anvil, see S2E4.
Xalander Darkchanter- Xalander is not only the
local mage and alchemist, but also the oldest person
in Boarland. Ironically, no one can remember when
he arrived, but all the current residents say that he’s
lived there as long as they can remember. Xalander
lives in a two story house one quarter of a mile
outside of town in order to maintain his privacy.

Although he occasionally comes into town to pick up
parcels from the docks, he spends most of his time at home.
The sale of alchemical substances and the occasional magic
item is Xalander’s main business.  All deals are done in the
front porch as Xalander won’t allow anyone inside his
house.  Unannounced visitors will automatically set off a
magical alarm alerting Xalander to their approach.  When
portraying Xalander, he has a rough and coarse voice and
his mannerisms are slowed due to age.
    Unbeknownst to the village is that, not only has a dragon
named Blackheart reclaimed the temple in the mountain and
summoned followers, but that Xalander is working him to
decipher an ancient journal left behind by Krithakk himself.
Xalander has an even deeper secret that no one knows, not
even Blackheart: he’s a lich. Xalander came to the valley
only a short while ago looking for the book, but has used
magic to create both the illusion he is human, and that he
has been long time resident of Boarland Falls, which the
locals have succumbed to and readily believe. In order to
maintain the illusion, Xalander does not have direct contact
with anyone, and refuses to let them enter his home.  In his
previous travels, he learned of the journal and that it
contains all the clues and possible maps Krithakk found
regarding the resting place of the Daggeroth Artifacts.
Krithall hid those clues in a book, and coded them with his
own version of ancient Draconic.
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Blackheart- Blackheart is a young spectral dragon
who wants to carry on the legend of Krithakk by
falsely claiming to be a distant, but direct, descendant.
Even though most of the treasure horde was plundered
by Deathlore, there is still enough to make a young
dragon happy and the goblin raids on the trade route
have increased this horde.  But Blackheart is so
blinded by greed, he cannot see he is being used by a
lich and Xalander will betray him once he completely
deciphers the journal.  Blackheart has not let The
Chosen attack Boarland Falls because he fears the
locals would send for help from Gull’s Port to have
him destroyed.  For the full statistics of Blackheart
see S3E7. When portraying Blackheart, his arrogance
and sly attitude should come through loud and clear
in his voice and mannerisms.
The Chosen- The Chosen is a group of goblins who
had taken up residence in Krithakk’s Peak just prior
to Blackheart’s arrival. They initially only occupied
one or two sections of the complex out of fear of what
lay beyond. (Krithakk’s skeleton can be found in one
of the outer chambers indicating he died before
reaching his treasure sanctum) Once Blackheart
arrived, they offered obedience and servitude in
exchange for “protection” and use of the other areas.
The Chosen have also been raiding the trade route,
but on the eastern section heading towards
Cobblestone.  Boarland Falls is not fully aware of
these raids as yet because there have been no survivors
or evidence left behind.  That part of the trade route
is also not very well traveled and, during parts of the
winter are, impassible due to flooding.  Most of the
spoils from the raids go directly to Blackheart,

including some of the captured caravan members as
“snacks”. The remaining members are poorly treated slaves
being used to cook meals and clean Krithakk’s temple.
There is a secondary location of The Chosen at the base of
the mountain trail leading up to the temple complex. This
is run by a goblin named Gorgk who oversees the goblin
raids on the trade route, as well as guarding the pathway up
the mountain.

    Here are some suggested hooks to keep the players
interest in Boarland after the initial job (deliver the
merchandise to NK Trade Guild) is complete. As always,
only you the GM can determine what is best for your players.
Hook: Return Trip Protection- The same merchants that
hired the players to ensure delivery to Boarland Falls also
want to ensure the return product’s safety.  The return
delivery won’t be ready for another 5 days, so the player’s
have some down time and get drawn into the town’s affairs.
Hook: Spies for Hire- Convincing the players that
Norbon’s life is in danger and he has refused help, Teedle
hires the player’s to keep an eye on Norbon. This allows
Teedle to use the players as spies in the hopes they will
discover Norbon’s corruption.
Hook: Old Fashioned Greed- Rumors of the dragon
Krithikk and his treasure horde are not unheard of. The
players have heard that there was a treasure worthy of kings
hidden up on the mountain pass of Krithakk’s Peak and
they want a share.
Whatever hook you choose, your players should become
deeply involved in what is going on, both with the bandits
and with Xalander’s plans.
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